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PRODUCT JOURNEY MAPS AND MVP

It is said that most initial releases of products are twice as big as they should be and
that teams could shed some functionalities while still achieving the same objectives.
But the reality is that it’s very difficult to define what a real MVP is (Minimum Viable
Product). It’s difficult to have both a broad enough vision of the product, and a detailed
view of every feature at the same time, and use these to determine your minimum
MVP.

HOW-TO

PRODUCT JOURNEY MAPS AND MVP

Product Journey Maps solve these problems. They help visualize the long-term
roadmap and define when each feature will be released; clarify what features are really
needed in your initial release (clue: it depends on your objectives) and what features
are less important and can be moved to a later time; and reveal the entire plan of your
product for stakeholders and customers.

What is a Product Journey Map?
Product Journey Maps are a great tool to identify the
list of capabilities customers care, prioritize them in
multiple releases, and clearly visualize what the MVP
should look like. It’s a tool that can be used by
product managers, startup founders, and anyone
interested in planning a new product or service.
The Product Journey Map helps in maintaining focus
on the MVP, even in the context of continuous
pressure from stakeholders and customers to revisit
priorities and add scope (I’m not saying you shouldn’t
do these, but the Product Journey Map helps in
making the tradeoffs of any change visible to
everyone). A side benefit of creating a physical
Product Journey Map on a wall or whiteboard is that
making changes to it becomes a visual activity —
everyone sees it. It takes commitment and a shared
understanding to move a card from a future release
up to the MVP, or to add a new feature to an already
planned release.
Now that you get how excited I am about this tool,
let’s look at how it works.
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Like many things in life, your success depends on preparation. In my experience,
preparation relies on understanding who the target customer is, what problem you are
trying to solve, and the overall customer experience you intend to build. User Personas,
Problem/Vision Statement, and Customer Journey Maps are useful tools to keep handy
when planning to map your product’s journey. It’s also important for everyone on the
team to be aligned on the general context of what you are trying to achieve, including
business goals, key hypotheses, budget constraints, critical timelines, key partnerships
or resources available, and technology opportunities. This is necessary groundwork to
prepare for a Product Journey Map session.

HOW-TO

How to create a Product Journey Map

At the beginning of the session, start with a creative warm up exercise. After all, this is
a creative activity — based on insights and data — but nonetheless creative, and having
the right mindset and an active brain makes for a more productive session. A Mindmap
can be another useful exercise to jot down on paper any initial thoughts, questions, or
assumptions you already have on the topic, and keep it visible for reference as you
continue the work.

Identify the key steps of the journey
When you are ready, convene your team around a whiteboard or an empty wall, and
start creating your Product Journey Map together.
The first step in creating a Product Journey Map is to identify the steps (or stages) of
your customer experience. These can be represented by the different stages a
customer goes through when using your product. If you have built a Customer Journey
Map, you have probably already identified all the important steps.
For example, for an online ecommerce website, your customer most commonly goes
through the following stages: Search for products, View Product, Add to Cart, Manage
Cart, Checkout, Register/Login, Print Receipt, and Track Order.
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For each of the steps in your map, jot down the list of features you’d like to build.
These are activities customers will do at each step. Write each activity on a separate
feature card. For example, for the step “Search for products”, customers may want to
find products by category, by publisher, by price, or sort products using a variety of
criteria. Each of these options can be represented as a feature card in your map.

HOW-TO

Brainstorm a set of features for each step

For the first pass, I prefer keeping this at the “Feature” level as using smaller User
Stories may be too granular. But you can test different methods until you find the right
level of granularity that works for you.

I also find it to be good practice to write the features as actions (verbs) and from a
customer’s point of view. For example, write “Pay with credit card” rather than “Credit
card payments”. It highlights the specific action the user does, and it’s another subtle
reminder that what we build should deliver value to a customer.

Prioritize the most important features first
Once you have your list of features defined, you need to prioritize those that are most
important to deliver the intended customer experience and most value to your
customers.

If there is a feature that must be there otherwise nothing else works in your product,
you may want to identify that as a high priority. If you need to validate a new concept,
you may prioritize features that help you test your ideas. In any case, this is the time to
decide what gets built first in your MVP, and what can wait. This is also the time to be
critical of what gets prioritized and what doesn’t, depending on the specific goals you
are trying to achieve.
Any prioritization method works. In particular, MoSCoW or ICE are two methods that
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HOW-TO
deliver quick results and are appropriate at this stage’s level of detail. When using
MoSCoW though, make sure to set boundaries on how many items you can have in the
“Must”, “Should” and “Could” buckets, for example a maximum of 20% each.
Once you have identified the priority for each feature card, move those that have a
higher priority to the top, the others towards the bottom.

Define the initial release
Now, draw a horizontal line across your map. This line represents your MVP boundary.
Identify any feature card that does not belong to the MVP and move it below the line.
The lower its priority, the lower it goes.
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I like to start by moving all the features below the MVP line, so that the top section
is empty. Then, I make a conscious effort at moving those that I believe should be
in the MVP back above the line, one by one. Moving a feature card up requires
agreement across the team, and therefore a commitment to building it for the MVP.
For each feature we want to move up I ask the team: “Do we really need this for
the MVP?” and I move it up only if we agree on it. Everything that doesn’t raise to
the top section remains below for a future release.

HOW-TO

TIP

TRY
THIS

Identify additional releases and visualize your roadmap
You may draw additional horizontal lines to further divide your features across multiple
releases. The feature cards above the MVP line define those that you have prioritized
high enough and determined as critical for your MVP release. Those between the lower
lines are the features that belong to future releases. Once finished, this provides a
visual representation of your roadmap spanning multiple releases of your product.
Stakeholders and customers can quickly glance at any release and understand what
features will be available and when.

Congratulations, you have built your Product Journey Map!
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When brainstorming with your team, make sure to generate as many features as
possible. Some of these may be feasible, others may be far off in the future or seem
unachievable. Make sure everyone feels included in the activity. Then, be surgical
in deciding what moves up for the MVP and what moves down. You want to make
your MVP as small as possible. The rest of the map provides the long-term view of
your product.
When mapping out the plan for an MVP using a Product Journey Map, you can
complement the list of features with a list of questions or hypotheses you’d like to
validate. Your requirements become assumptions. Instead of starting from a point
of knowledge, you start from a point of discovery and inquiry. Instead of building
something, your goal is to validate your assumptions.

HOW-TO

TIPS

TRY
THIS

Those that go in the MVP are hypotheses that are critical to understand the validity
of the product idea. Mapping out the hypotheses and their relative importance,
gives the team focus on where to spend time and energy to validate the important
questions and hypotheses, and provides clarity on what to postpone to a later
study.

FURTHER READING
“How Product Journey Maps can help planning your next MVP”, https://
www.5dvision.com/post/using-product-journey-maps-to-plan-your-productmvp/
Jeff Patton, User Story Mapping: Discover the Whole Story, Build the Right
Product, O’Reilly Media, 2014

Connect with us
We organize workshops and hands-on sessions to help your team put in practice these
methods. From 1-day to multi-day workshops, we help you get started and develop the
confidence to use these methods effectively.

WE
CAN
HELP

Visit www.5dvision.com or drop us a line at info@5dvision.com
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